GR10 2020 update
These notes are based on the 2019 reprint (with updates) to the First edition (2016).
I walked Sections 27-55 in 2020. I’ve also added a few notes on major changes required for sections 1-26.
Most of the suggested changes are due to minor rerouting, clarification of the route descriptions, updates on
facilities and additional data on waterpoints.
P7
Stages 52 and 53: replace Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la Palette with Ribera del Terme
P13
Add Preface to 2020 update
Since I surveyed the route for the first edition I have re-walked most sections of the GR10, and in 2020 did a
thorough update of sections 27-55. All web addresses were updated in 2020.
P79
It is reported that the suspension bridge was closed for safety reasons in 2020 with diversions on tracks to the east
of Logibar.
P80
It is reported that the Gorges de Kakoueta was closed in 2020 following a serious accident.
P108
Refuge CAF de Gourette was due to reopen in 2019
P113
Minor diversion reported on leaving Arrens-Marsous
P145
It is reported that there is a new route from Luz-Saint-Sauveur through Viella, Viey and Sers. It is not clear whether
this is a variation or whether it has replaced the route described in this guide.
P173
Line 12 after bar-restaurant add or follow the path between airfield and lake.
Sidebar: replace and it is even possible for the daring to have a bracing shower with There may be a pizza van below
the waterfall.
Final paragraph line 5. Delete (1hr 25min) after Sode
Final paragraph line 6 Move There a few possible campsites between Sode and Artigue. to line 9 after into the woods.
(or put into sidebar)
Final paragraph line 8 replace to exit with passing a better waterpoint (1hr 25min, 900m)
Final paragraph line 13 replace (just running July 2015) with (only trickling July 2020)
P176
Add water symbol to east of Cabane de Sauneres
P177
Line 9. Replace 2015 with 2020. Add There is a good spring about 6min east of the bothy.
Paragraph 2 line 4 Replace past a tiny wooden hut (one-man bothy?) with to a (dried up?) pond on

Final line: delete on a path above a grassy track
P178
Delete first paragraph You could follow the track which leads to a spring which was just running in July 2015, veering
right and climbing back to the GR10. This is the only water on the ascent and possibly the only water you might drink
without treating before Fos. And replace with The GR10 now follows the track left that leads to a spring (just running in
July 2020), veering right and climbing back to the original route of the GR10. This is the last water on the ascent.
Third paragraph after past borderstones 402 and 403 to a col with add a (dried up?)
Sixth paragraph replace (4hr 40min) with (4hr 40min, 1760m)
Final paragraph line 2:replace Cross a stream, turn right with Pass through a gate, cross a stream, turn right and
almost immediately
P178/9
Delete and only recommended in ascent
P179
Line 1 after Cross a stream add (1090m)
Paragraph 2 line 2 replace (6hr 10min) with (6hr 10min, 710m)
Paragraph 2 line 5: after roundabout add as a sidebar: This stage of the GR10 was re-waymarked in August 2020 and
there may be minor changes to the route on the descent and approach to Fos
P180
Add building and accommodation symbol just before roadhead east of Melles. (south of road between final 2 W
symbols)
P181
Introduction: Delete: Improvements were being made to the route in 2015, following flood damage in 2013, so it is
possible that there will be minor deviations to the described route.
Sidebar delete Note the exotic fish in the waterpoint at the auberge
Paragraph 2 line 3 after a couple of streams add .Towards the top of road, pass the Gite d’ètape la Safaranda (955m)
Final paragraph line 1 replace to a with soon passing a waterfall where a refreshing shower would be possible, before
reaching a
P182
Line 4 after path add eventually
Line 4 delete where a refreshing shower is possible in the waterfall
Second paragraph Replace first line with This bothy was usable in 2020 but not in great condition.
Third paragraph line 2 delete and extensive mine workings
P183
Facilities add second entry for Melles
Gite d’ètape la Safaranda offers demi-pension accommodation and has a small epicerie: tel 06 12 24 14 88
www.montagne-pyrenees.fr
P184
Line 2 after outlet stream add (1880m)
Line 3 after bothy add (excellent condition 2020)
P185
Paragraph 2 line 4 replace (1hr 20min) with (1hr 20min, 2030m)

Add waterpoint symbol to La Mine de Bentaillou
P186
Line 3 after La Mine de Bentaillou add with waterpoint
Paragraph 2 line 3 delete not waymarked in 2014
Paragraph 2 line 5 replace crossing with passing below
P188
Add building, bothy symbol, waterpoint and label for Cabane d’Arech. It’s by switchback to right of Cabane de
Lasplanous so that label will need moving
Add aire de bivouac to Maison du Valier
Add aire de bivouac to Bonac
P189
Line 1 replace turning left (aire de bivouac on the right) to the bridge across the le Lez (960m). Cross the river and
turn right, then sharp left with and descend. Veer right through the aire de bivouac, cross Le Lez on a footbridge
(960m), then turn sharp right on a track and almost immediately sharp left
Second sidebar replace goes straight on with forks left
P190
Line 1 replace 2015 with 2020
Replace (or add to) sidebar with Cabane d’Arech, with waterpoint, has a new separate section for the berger and his
former room is now available as a bothy. In excellent condition in 2020. Camping possible.
Paragraph 2 final line replace in front of the bothy with which may be trickling
P191
Line 10 after Pla de la Lau Add sidebar There is an aire de bivouac in the meadows below the gite d’ètape
P192
Paragraph 2 line 1: after contouring add the path eventually improves after
Paragraph 2 line 7: after picnic tables. Add In 2020 there was aa aire de bivouac on the left before you
Paragraph 2 line 9: after with add more accommodation, epicerie,
Facilities for Bonac after accommodation add ,small epicerie
P194
Add aire de bivouac to Bonac and Maison du Valier
P196
Line 7: after (55min) and add about 5 minutes later pass the only good woodland campsite on the ascent.
P197
Line 6: after Cabane d’Eliet add with good campsites
Line 7: replace was dry in July 2015 with is often running.
Final paragraph line 7: replace good with excellent and 2015 with 2020
Final paragraph line 7: delete Fork right, ignoring tractor tracks
Facilities replace 09 80 08 63 53 with 09 63 64 15 96
P199
Paragraph 2 line 4 after stream add turn right then

Paragraph 2 line 6 after (2hr 25min) add (sidebar?) Note the iconic red UK telephone box!
P200
Paragraph 2 line 5 delete The waymarking is a little vague as you
Paragraph 2 line 6 after a third add and almost immediately fork left
Paragraph 2 line 8 replace follow a track to with eventually
Paragraph 3 line 7 delete after crossing a stream
P204
Remove restaurant and waterpoint symbols from Moulin Lauga on map
P205
Line 1: delete for and replace with if you need
Paragraph 2 line 7 after Moulin Lauga add with picnic site
Third paragraph: replace At Moulin Lauga with a crêperie, picnic table and waterpoint with The crêperie in Moulin
Lauga was closed in 2020 and the waterpoint wasn’t working.
P208
Delete accommodation and restaurant symbol from Le Trein d’Ustou
P210
Paragraph 2 line 9 replace past the Auberge des Ormeaux with after the church. Delete with and put waterpoint on the
corner in brackets
Paragraph 2 line 11 delete which is being restored
Paragraph 2 line 11 after and add turn right
Facilities delete Auberge des Ormeaux: tel 0561 965 322
P213
Line 2: after Col de Pause add: (camping possible)
Paragraph 2 line 7. Before path add very muddy
P214
Line 5 after woods add (as sidebar?) (waterpoint on right at top of woods)
P219
Paragraph 3: Delete You should follow the GR10 which is to the right and is steep and slippery in places rather than
the better path up the centre ol! Eventually (2hr 50min) the GR10 forks right and contours and replace with The GR10
follows the old cycle track which switchbacks up the ridge with mountain bikes using the steeper path on the right. As
the gradient eases the GR10 and cycle track merge for a bit. Keep straight on at the small Col du Picou de la Mire
(1565m), then fork right and soon turn right on a small path to contour
P220
Paragraph 2 line 2 delete (1600m)
Paragraph 2 line 3 after Plateau de Souliou add (1280m)
Paragraph 2 line 4 delete after crossing a small, possibly dry, stream, continue climbing to cross the outlet stream
from the Étang de Guzet and on to and replace with and continue climbing, crossing two small streams (both dry
August 2020) before reaching
P221
Top sidebar line 1 replace Fork with Turn
Top sidebar line 2 replace lake with Étang de Guzet

P223
Map add waterpoint symbol at final road crossing
Line 2 replace then with and soon
Line 3 replace poorly waymarked with easily missed
Line 5 replace Fork left (45min) with Soon pass a picnic site
Line 6 replace D8 with D8f
Line 9 replace passing a picnic table with where there is a picnic table and waterpoint
Sidebar add (up and down in 50min)
P225
Line 3 after reservoirs add (no camping)
P228
Paragraph 2 line 6 after waterpoint add (dry 2020)
Main paragraph line 7 delete to and replace with and descend to a road at
P233
Paragraph 4 final line delete camping is possible and replace with There are campsites with swimming a few minutes
along the left shore of the reservoir
P236
Line 3 after waterpoint add (dry 2020)
Introduction, line 3 delete Le Petit Gite closed in 2016 just before this guide went to press so
Introduction line 5 replace The author is not aware of any with There is no
P237
Line 6 after climb add ,passing a spring-fed pipe,
Line 9 replace better with bigger
Paragraph 2 line 2 before Camping add There are picnic tables and
P238
Line 1 replace small clearing with bend
Line 2 delete bigger
Line 4 after road add at a waterpoint with picnic table,
P239
Line 1 after Turn left and add immediately
Paragraph 2 line 5 delete Turn right, passing a picnic table and then left to reach the main street The Gr10 goes
straight up an alley. Le Petit Gite, which provided the only accommodation with meals in Siguer is on the right, but it
closed in 2016. A waterpoint can be found here. and replace with Keep straight on to the main street (3hr 5min,
750m) and turn right. The GR10 leaves Siguer by a small alley, Cami del Pijondèl, on the left.
Paragraph 2 line 11 replace an alley immediately left of Le Petit Gite but no meals are provided. There is no barrestaurant or shop in the village. with a small alley on the left, Passage Gniquegnoque, 70m further along the main
street. There is also a waterpoint further along the main street.
Facilities after gite d’etape add ,with shower,
P241
Line 1 delete Return to the GR10, turn right up the alley and replace with Head up the alley, Cami del Pujondèl

Line 7 replace several with many
Line 7 replace forking left to with arriving at
P242
Paragraph 3 line 9 replace About 200m with 160m
P243
Line 2 after Balledreyt add (excellent condition 2020)
As sidebar (?) to Cabane de Balledreyt add In 2020 the Ami de GRisters had set up an epicerie here with an honesty
box for payment.
Paragraph 2 delete This bothy was completely renovated in 2014 and provides two rooms for hikers.
Paragraph 2 line 4 after reliability add If you are intending to overnight it is best to carry water from the cabane de
Courtal Marti.
Paragraph 3 line 3 Replace (5hr 5min) with (camping possible) (5hr 5min, 1350m)
Paragraph 4 line 3 replace cross with a bridge over
Paragraph 4 line 3 before Descend add Cross and
Final paragraph line 4 delete where camping would be possible with with excellent campsites
P244
Line 1 delete gets even vaguer as it
Line 5 delete useable in 2015 and replace with in good condition in 2020. Add (as sidebar?) Have a look inside to view
the artwork.
P245
Line 2 after junction add ,with picnic table,
Line 3 after Beille-d’en-Haut add ,pass more picnic tables,
P246
Map delete waterpoint by Crete des Genibres
P247
Top sidebar line 6 replace prevent a traverse with will make a traverse awkward
Paragraph 2 line 3 delete a good
Paragraph 2 line 3 after waterpoint add (dry 2020)
P248
Line 1 delete goes and replace with veers
P251
Paragraph 2 line 2 after de Pierres add If you want the campground it is quicker to cross the bridge and follow the path
down to the carpark, then road down to the campground.
Paragraph 3 line 2 delete (4hr 20min)
Final paragraph delete The epicerie has now closed again 92016). Previously when the epicerie shut down the
campground opened a small shop and hopefully they will do so again and replace with An epicerie and bar-restaurant
opened at the railway station in 2020. There is also a small shop at the campground.
P255
Line 2 delete (some waymarks missing in 2015)
Line 7 replace three with six

Line 7 after pools add (costumes optional)
P256
Line 4 delete When the path levels off you could collect water from the stream on your left before veering slightly right
up a knoll, which provides a good place to camp (3hr 5min). Just beyond the knoll is a small lake, l’Estagnas (2056m),
which provides a chilly swim. And replace with Eventually reach a knoll overlooking a small lake, l’Estagnas (2056m,
3hr 5min). Camping is possible on the knoll and the lake provides a chilly swim.
Line 11 delete down the left side of the valley, with water, and camping to the right. And replace with to the left of the
stream, which has excellent campsites.
P257
Line 1 delete left and switchback down and replace with from the refuge and,
Line 2 delete turn sharp left and and replace with ,veer left at a signed junction.
Paragraph 3 line; after forking right add at a signed junction
P 258
Add optional route over Pic Carlit
P259
Line 3 after cabin add new paragraphs
In good weather, once the snow has melted, there is the option of following the HRP over Pic Carlit (2920m), the
highest peak in the eastern Pyrenees. This is more difficult than any climb on the GR10, comparable with the hardest
passes on the GR11 and takes about 3:30 hours longer than following the GR10.
Follow the GR7 above the SE shore of Lac Lanoux to the first dam. Turn left, ESE, up a cairned path to Étang des
Fourcats (2457m) where camping is possible. Climb the obvious well-worn route up the steep scree slope on the west
face of Pic Carlit. On reaching a small col on the summit ridge, turn right to the summit. Descend down a rocky ridge,
with very easy scrambling, on the well-waymarked ‘tourist route’ and then follow paths through scenic terrain to the
Lac des Bouillouses dam.
Line 5 delete the left hand side of the valley. Don’t worry if you lose the waymarks, just descend to and replace with
and then veer left of
Line 7 delete but not ideal because of the cows
2nd sidebar add at end (if you ignore the new ban on swimming)
P261
Line 5 replace 2015 with 2020
Line 7 replace (this is the best place for swimming) with (this was a popular swimming spot before the ban on
swimming)
P262
Delete pass symbol near Coll de Pam label
Add campground symbol between La Cabanasse and Saint-Pierre-dels-Forcat
P263
Profile delete Coll del Pam label (and line)
Line 1 delete missable
Paragraph 2 line 6 delete The GR10 goes left and soon reaches and replace with Turn right and left at
Paragraph 3 line 1 delete Cross the N116 and
Paragraph 3 line 3 after 20min) add (possibly as sidebar) There is a basic campground 300m to the right.
P264

Sidebar delete and for l’Atelier des Sens (opposite the church) which sells quality bread and limited groceries
Final paragraph line 8 delete (this is not the Gite d’etape le Malaza which has now closed)
P267
Paragraph 2 line 2 after waterpoint add (not working 2020)
P268
Line 4 delete The GR10 switchbacks down a path, frequently crossing the switchbacking track as it descends a rough
open slope. Once the gradient eases the GR10 goes straight down the slope, crossing the track on a number of
occasions before following it right and replace with The GR10 now follows the track which descends from the left-hand
side of the col, switchbacking easily all the way down
P269
Replace the whole paragraph with
Head upstream from the refuge, soon crossing a bridge and climbing away from the stream. Veer left (20min), cross a
major stream (with good campsites) and soon start a descending, then rising, traverse into the next valley. Leave the
woods (45min) and climb roughly SE through pasture and open woodland, veering
P270
Line 2 after woods add (passing a small spring-fed stream which may be running)
P271
Line 1 delete slopes below the
Line 2 delete . Continue up to the col
Top sidebar add You now enter the Réserve Naturelle Mantet (no camping)
Bottom paragraph line 1 delete After 4mins cross a small stream (dry September 2016) fed by a spring well up the
hillside.
P272
Line 3 replace 2015 with 2020
Paragraph 2 line 3 after (3hr 45min) add where we leave the nature reserve
Paragraph 2 line 3 delete veer away from the stream, then ford and replace with continue down to
Paragraph 2 line 5 delete (there is a bridge downstream) and follow the track, forking right into and replace with It is
often possible to ford this stream, but the GR10 goes left to a footbridge before climbing to
Paragraph 3 line 2 Before Auberge Add A bar-restaurant, the Senglar, with a small epicerie, opened in 2020 in the
centre and the
P275
Paragraph 2 line 5 delete a surprising spring-fed waterpoint and then
P279
Paragraph 2 delete crossing a boulder-filled dry valley and descending on a rough path. Pass the Font d’Escureo
which was running in August 2014 (3hr 20min). This spring or a couple of small streams ahead will be your only water
before the Refuge des Courtalets, but they could dry up in a hot summer and replace with climbing to avoid several
gullies on an arduous crossing of the boulder-filled valley. Eventually descend on a rough path to arrive (then combine
with paragraph 3)
P278
Add waterpoint symbol to Refuge de Bonnes-Aigue
Delete the waterpoint symbol W of the Refuge des Cortalets
P280

Paragraph 1 line 1 delete basic
Paragraph 1 line 1 delete 2014. There is no waterpoint at the bothy but if you continue 400m along the track the
Bonne Aigue stream may be running. Camping is possible; and replace with 2020 with a good waterpoint. The grass
verges of the track will provide your first campsites for several hours;
Paragraph 2 line 10 delete There is a waterpoint about a minute up this path
P281
Introduction line 3 replace is with should
Line 1 replace High with Main
Line 5 replace GR10 with alternative route
P282
Line 1 replace GR10 with alternative route
Line 4 delete and follow the road to with shortly before reaching
Paragraph 2 line 5 delete waterpoint and
Paragraph 2 line 8 delete also
Paragraph 2 line 9 replace 2015 with 2020
Map. Swap over main route and alternative routes
P283
2nd paragraph at end add (as sidebar?) There is a picnic site and possible camping about 200m west of the refuge.
P284
Map. at end of route delete Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette and accommodation and building symbols
P285
Title delete Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette and replace with Ribera del Terme
Introduction. Add. The gite d’étape at the end of the stage, closed down in 2019 and there are no facilities at the end
of this stage. There is no accommodation between Arles-sur-Tech and the end of Stage 53.
Paragraph 1 line 5 delete There is good camping just ahead at the Collada del Roure (1031m) where there may be a
hippie encampment. Continue down a track, passing a well-preserved dolmen on a knoll in the woods to the left of the
track. There are good campsites nearby. And replace with Follow waymarks carefully through the Collada del Roure
(1031m) where the ‘hippie’ encampment can lead to missing waymarks. Continue down a path which switchbacks left
and right as it gently descends.
Paragraph 2 line 4 after track add (turn right here for ‘Altitude 750’ gite d’étape, 15min to the south)
Paragraph 2 line 6 after track add ,climbing a little and
P286
Paragraph 3 line 7 delete a meadow where camping would be possible. and replace with pasture and back into the
woods.
P287
Profile delete Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette and replace with Ribera del Terme
Line 5 delete that was trickling in September 2014 and replace with is usually running
Line 8 delete Contour before descending to another unreliable stream (5hr 50min) and climbing and replace with Turn
right and continue traversing, crossing a less reliable stream (5hr 50min)
Line 10 delete a bigger stream. Cross and veer left to the Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette (6hr 10min, 661m) and
replace with the suspension bridge over the Ribera del Terme (with rockpools) (6hr 10min, 660m)
Facilities

Above Arles-sur-Tech add ‘Altitude 750’ gite d’etape, Mas Vigorats de Baix: tel 04 68 98 28 99
Delete Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette + details
P288
At start delete Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette and accommodation symbol
Add alternative route from Coll Cerda to Roc Saint-Sauveur
P289
Title delete Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette and replace with Ribera del Terme
Data after Start delete Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette and replace with Ribera del Term
Profile delete Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la palette and replace with Ribera del Terme
P290
Line 1 delete The GR10 goes right of the gite d’etape to the D536 road. And replace with
Line 2 replace about 1km with 1.4km
Line 5 replace only just with usually
Line 5 delete in August 2015
Line 11 replace possibly dry with usually running
Paragraph 1 final line add (as sidebar?) The impressive Roc Saint-Sauveur (1234m) to the west is an easy scramble
from here.
P291
Paragraph 2 line 2 delete is followed by the HRP, which
Paragraph 3 line 2 replace fork with switchback
Paragraph 3 line 3 after Neige add (Coll del Pou de la Neu)
Paragraph 3 line 4 delete Pay careful attention to the waymarking on the descent to Las Illas as the route is complex.
Paragraph 3 line 8 delete which was just running in August 2015 may provide with usually provides
Paragraph 3 line 13 replace After crossing a couple of tracks, turn left and switchback down to la Selva farmhouse.
After a couple more switchbacks you reach and replace with Follow a complex, but well-waymarked, route down to
reach a bulldozer track through recently clear-felled forest and follow this down to
Paragraph 3 final line after 6hr 15min add ,610m
Paragraph 4 line 3 after toilets add ,with a shower,
I have had a report that the future of the Hostal dels Trabucayres is in doubt
P293
Introduction delete The GR10 was rerouted in 2014 because of access problems and waymarking is still sparse. Be
prepared for further route changes as preliminary work was being done for a possible wind-farm on the ridge between
Las Illas and Le Perthus and replace with Be prepared for rerouting of the early part of this stage.
Line 4 replace possibly dry with usually running
P294
Delete sidebar
Line 2 Move There is a sign asking you to stay on the track through the private property of a Naturist community to
line 1 after (1hr 25min)
Line 4 delete but militia style security is more in keeping with an American cult

Paragraph 2 line 2 delete Five minutes later turn right up a small path through the cork forest, turn right along a
concrete track and pass Mas Bardes farmhouse. The track becomes a small tarmac road to arrive at and replace with
Keep straight on, left of the water-tank, and follow a path through cork forest that brings you out at the back of
Paragraph 2 line 6 after 3hr add ,320m
P295
2nd paragraph line 1 delete Continue along the road. As you cross the Col de Panissas you will see an old fort on the
ridge on your right and pass and replace with The path continues to an old fort and veers left to a concrete road by
Paragraph 2 line 3. Delete before turning left immediately before the Fort de Bellegarde and replace with Go straight
across the road, down a dirt track which twists and turns before reaching a road. Turn left, then just before a tiny
shelter, fork left along a path through woods. Cross a large car-park, with toilets, and then turn right along the road
into Le Perthus (3hr 30min, 290m). The tourist office is on the corner with a waterpoint outside.
Delete paragraph 4
Paragraph 6 line 2 after right add, ,up the D71,
P296
Line 3 delete Next fork left and replace with Eventually
Line 7 delete up and replace with along
Facilities
Le Perthus
delete Hotel Morini (+ tel no)
add Chambres d’hotes Chez Grand Mère: tel 04 66 67 35 77 mobile 06 66 17 80 31
add Tourist office: tel 04 68 54 27 53
p297
Introduction final line replace possible with easy
P298
Line 3 delete veering left to and replace with to reach a road at
Line 3 Before Follow add Veer right and
Line 8 delete which is well below the ridge. This is likely to be your only water until you reach the vineyards above
Banyuls. Unless you have confirmed this spring is running it would be sensible to carry water from the Chalet d’Albere.
and replace with (the author has always found this waterpoint running)
Paragraph 1 last line replace 2014 with 2020
P300
Paragraph 2 line 2 after ridge. Add (could be sidebar) Enter the Réserve Naturelle National Fôret de la Massana and
pass a sign left to Font de Massana which is often dry.
Paragraph 3 line 5 replace August 2015 with September 2020
Paragraph 3 line 7 after to the left add (as sidebar?) (if you want to camp on the descent turn left here and soon reach
reasonable campsites near a watertank)
P 301
Paragraph 2 line 3 delete fork right at a junction then fork right, right again, turn sharp right, switchback left and then
fork right down a path by some animal enclosures. Join a track and immediately turn right along path. Fork left, go
and replace with and follow the complex, but well-waymarked route. Go

Paragraph 2 line 7 delete fork right. Fork right by some beehives and turn left along a road and replace with continue
following the waymarked route to reach a road on the outskirts of Banyuls. Turn left and pass

Paragraph 2 line 10 delete straight on down an alley. Turn left, then left and right past and replace with right, then left
down Rue Michel Grau, at a large building, and then right. Pass the
Paragraph 3 line 3 delete and Maison de la Randonee with GR10 displays are and replace with is
P305
Stages 52 and 53 Replace Gite d’etape l’ecogite de la Palette with Ribera del Terme

P314
Bibliography Other walking guides to the Pyrenees Add Shorter Treks in the Pyrenees by Brian Johnson
Add Guide to accommodation on the GR10: www.gr-trail-tracker.com/en/gr10/town-guide

